This paper discusses the class of isospectral ows _ X = X A X] w h e r e denotes the Hadamard product and ] is the Lie bracket. The presence of A allows arbitrary and independent scaling for each e l e m e n t in the matrix X. The time-1 mapping of the scaled Toda-like o w still enjoys a QR-like iteration. The scaled structure includes the classical Toda ow, Brockett's double bracket ow, and other interesting ows as special cases. Convergence proof is thus uni ed and simpli ed. The e ect of scaling on a v ariety of applications is demonstrated by examples.
Introduction.
For simplicity, w e will con ne our discussion in this paper to the real case only. I t is convenient t o i n troduce two special subsets in R n n : S(n) := fX 2 R n n jX T = Xg O(n) := fQ 2 R n n jQ T Q = Ig:
Recent research has revealed a number of remarkable connections between smooth ows and discrete numerical algorithms 2, 11, 9, 10, 15, 16] . Among these, a by n o w classic result is the relationship between the Toda lattice and the QR algorithm. That is, the time-1 mapping fX(k)g of the solution X(t) to the initial value problem _ X = X 0 (X)] (1) X(0) = X 0 corresponds exactly to the sequence by applying the QR algorithm to the matrix e X(0) 11, 15, 5] . In (1), 0 (X) : = X ; ;X ; T where X ; denotes the strictly lower triangular matrix of X.
The Toda ow (1) latter was generalized to the class 8] _ X = X P L (X)]
X(0) = X 0 where P L (X) denotes the projection of X onto a certain speci ed linear subspace L of R n n . By specifying di erent L, (2) gives rise to di erent t ypes of matrix factorizations, many of which are in abstract forms. For example, the following theorem which includes the well known Schur decomposition theorem as a special case has been proved in 8] by using (2). 
X(0) = X 0 1 where P A (X) denotes the projection of X 2 S (n) o n to an a ne subspace A of S(n).
The vector eld in (5) represents the projection of the negative gradient of the objective function F(X) : = 1 2 kX ; P A (X)k 2 (6) onto the isospectral feasible set M(X 0 ) : = fQ T X 0 QjQ 2 O (n)g:
The object is to minimize the distance between the sets M(X 0 ) a n d A. Taking A = fDg, w e h a ve ( 3 ) . T h us the Brockett double bracket ow g i v es the least squares approximation of D subject to the spectral constraint. Such a solution, which itself has many i n teresting applications, can be characterized in terms of the spectral decomposition 4, 9]. Theorem 1.2. Suppose both D and X 0 are i n S(n) and have distinct eigenvalues.
Let the eigenvalues of D and X 0 be o r dered a s 1 <: : :< n and 1 <: : :< n , respectively. Then the unique asymptotically stable equilibrium point of (3) is given bŷ X = 1 q 1 q T 1 + : : : + n q n q T n (8) where q 1 : : : q n are the normalized eigenvectors of D corresponding respectively to 1 : : : n . In particular, if D is a diagonal matrix with distinct eigenvalues, then X must be a diagonal matrix whose elements are similarly ordered as those in D.
One common characteristic of all the ows discussed above is that they are always described in the so called Lax pair _
where k(X) is matrix-valued function of X. Of particular interest is the case when X 2 S (n) and k(X) i s s k ew-symmetric. In this paper, we propose another Toda-like ow b y taking k(X) = A X where A is a constant m a t r i x a n d represents the Hadamard product. In the context that X is being scaled componentwise by A, w e call the ow associated with the di erential equation _
X(0) = X 0 :
a scaled T oda-like ow.
We shall show that di erent c hoices of the scaling matrix A result in (1), (2) In this section we explain why t h e o w X(t) of (10) evaluated at integer times still enjoys a QR-like iteration. The notion of the Q and R matrices in the QR decomposition will be replaced by t h e L and R matrices de ned in the sequel. We shall state the results without proofs since they are very similar to those already done in 8], only keeping in mind that the matrix A allows arbitrary scaling.
Given any square matrix A = a ij ], letÃ = ã ij ] denote the "complementary" matrix whereã ij := 1 ; a ij . Associated with (10) are the two di erential systems
L(0) = I and _ R = (Ã X)R (12) R(0) = I: Here we adopt the notation L and R only as a reminder about how t h e m ultiplication is involved in (11) and (12), respectively. Let X(t), L(t) a n d R(t) represent the solution to the initial value problems (10), (11) and (12), respectively, o ver an interval 0 T ] f o r some T > 0. Then we h a ve Theorem 2.1.
e X 0 t = L(t)R(t): (14) Theorem 2.3. e X(t)t = R(t)L(t): (15) Because of (13), we m a y rewrite (11) 
So the di erential system becomes autonomous. In a similar way w e m a y rewrite (12) .
To emphasize the dependence on the initial matrix X 0 , w e n o w denote the solutions of (10) and the associated (11) and (12) by X(t X 0 ), L(t X 0 ) a n d R(t X 0 ), respectively. By setting t = 1 in (14) and (15), it becomes clear that for positive ingeter k in the domain of existence we h a ve
e X(k+1
That is, if LR is an abstract LR decomposition of e X(k) , t h e n RL gives to e X(k+1) . S u c h a property as in (17) and (18) is referred to a QR-like iteration. 3. Convergence. Henceforth we shall consider only ows in S(n). In order that X(t) = x ij (t)] 2 S (n) for all t, the scaling matrix A in (10) is necessarily skew-symmetric. In this case, it follows from (11) that L(t) is orthogonal.
We n o w prove a v ery useful convergence property for the scaled Toda-like o w. Our major result is as follows. More p r ecisely, whenever a ij > 0, the corresponding entry x ij (t) (and x ji (t)) c onverges to 0 as t goes to in nity .
Proof. Consider the partial sums f 1 : : : n g of the diagonal entries of X, i . e . ,
Since L(t) is orthogonal, we h a ve from (13) that jjX(t)jj F = jjX 0 jj F where jj jj F denotes the Frobenius matrix norm and, hence, k (t) is bounded for all t.
It is not di cult to see from the equation (10) is integrable. In particular, so long as a ij > 0, we nd that each x ij (t) i s L 2 integrable over (;1 1). Together with the fact that (x 2 ij ) is uniformly bounded, it follows that lim t!1 x ij (t) = 0 ( S e e 8 ] ) .
In the next section we shall see how di erent c hoices of A lead to a variety o f interesting ows, including (1), (2) and (3). Thus we think the above theorem, unifying the proof of convergence, is of interest in its own right.
Choices of A.
We n o w demonstrate how di erent c hoices of A result in some classical ows. More exotic applications will be discussed in the next section. 
and, hence, the ow l 1 (t) converges to the eigenvector associated with the most dominant eigenvalue. Indeed, the exact solution of (26) is given by l 1 (t) = e X 0 t l 1 (0) jje X 0 t l 1 (0)jj (29) which is related to the Toda ow 11, 13] and has been studied as the continuous power 
E ect of Scaling.
In addition to generating di erent o ws, the scaling introduced by the matrix A has several other interesting e ects from computational point of view. To illustrate the idea, we shall assume that the initial value X 0 is generic, i.e., X 0 is not an equilibrium point of (10) which, being on algebraic curves, forms a nowhere dense set of measure zero.
The most obvious e ect can be seen by comparing the "uniformly" scaled Toda ow where a ij = c c > 1 with the classical Toda ow w h e r e a ij = 1 (See (30)). The differential system being autonomous, it is clear that X c;scaled Toda (t X 0 ) = X T o d a (ct X 0 ). That is, the scaled Toda ow is expected to reach c o n vergence c times faster than the classical Toda ow. A more subtle comparison is to consider a partial ordering on skew-symmetric matrices de ned by A 0 if a ij 0 for all i > j 
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Clearly, 1 Modified (t) c o n verges signi cantly faster than 1 Standard (t) while the rest are converging at almost the same rate. 6 . Conclusion.
The structure of Toda lattice has been modi ed to allow scaling in the second component of the Lax pair. A number of interesting facts concerning the scaled Todalike o w (10) have been studied in this paper.
With specially selected scaling matrix A, the scaled Toda-like o w includes as special cases several well known ows that are related to important n umerical linear algebra algorithms. We h a ve shown that the time-1 mapping of the scaled Toda-like ow still enjoy a Q R -l i k e iteration except that the corresponding QR-like decomposition now becomes metaphysical. When restricted to symmetric matrices, a uni ed proof of global convergence is given in Theorem 3.1. The e ect of scaling is demonstrated through numerical examples. It seems that by increasing the scaling factor one might cut short the interval of integration for reaching the equilibrium. Of particular interest is by maneuvering the diagonal matrix D one can locate intermediate eigenvalues of matrix X 0 according to their ordering.
